SWISS ECONOMIC IMPACT
NORTH CAROLINA

Employment Supported by Foreign Affiliates, 2016

Top Goods Exports by Industry from North Carolina to Switzerland, 2018
Total North Carolina Goods Exports to Switzerland $86 M

1. Agricultural Products $24 M
2. Chemicals $23 M
3. Machinery $7.0 M
4. Computer & Electronic Products $4.6 M
5. Plastics & Rubber Products $4.0 M

Top Goods Imports by Industry from Switzerland to North Carolina, 2018
Total North Carolina Goods Imports from Switzerland $406 M

1. Chemicals $101 M
2. Fabricated Metal Products $91 M
3. Machinery $77 M
4. Computer & Electronic Products $27 M
5. Nonmetallic Mineral Products $21 M

Swiss Companies Located in North Carolina

- 3A Composites (Schweizer)
- 3M
- ABB
- Alexo
- Ascom
- Baltok (Schweiter)
- Barry Callebaut
- Bühler Aeroglide
- CAMAG Scientific
- Chubb (ACE)
- Claraint
- Continental Grafix
- Credit Suisse
- DKB Household
- Dufry
- Element Designs
- Forbo
- FRACHT FWO
- Georg Fischer
- GESIPA Fasteners
- Huber + Suhner
- Interroll
- Ionbond
- Jacob Holm
- Jakob Mueller
- Kaba
- Kuehne + Nagel
- LafargeHolcim
- Lantal Textiles
- Leybold Optics
- USA (Buhler)
- Lindt
- LIST
- LNS
- Lonza
- Maag Automatik
- Max Daeleyer
- Nestlé
- Novartis
- Oerlikon
- Paralpin
- record (agta record)
- Sanitized
- Schaerli
- SGS
- sia Abrasives
- Simatec
- Sontara (Jacob Holm & Son)
- SpanSet
- Steinemann
- Technology
- Swiss Made
- Brands USA
- Swiss Re
- Syngenta
- Tegert
- Trefert Coatings
- UBS
- Uster Technologies
- Werner Mathis
- Zurich